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Supernovae and other luminous transients produce such prodigious quantities of light that the very tiny fraction scattered towards Earth by interstellar dust hundreds of light years away can still be studied spectroscopically with large telescopes. In this talk I will review our progress towards understanding the degree of asymmetry of supernova photospheres, recreating lightcurves, and studying centuries of activity of supernova precursors.
This talk will introduce the physical properties of spin-triplet superconductors [1] which will focus on two remarkable effects: i) the spin-orbital coupling emerging at the interface with an itinerant ferromagnet (FM) [2], and ii) the occurrence of magnetic Andreev states at their edge if the system allows for singlet pairing in a subdominant channel [3]. In a TSC-FM heterostructure, the orientation of the FM moment relative to the TSC vector order parameter is a crucial variable that controls the physical behavior. In addition to the pair breaking, spin-flip reflection processes at the interface with the FM scatter the triplet Cooper pairs between the spin up and down condensates, setting up an effective Josephson-like coupling between them. [4] The pair-breaking and spin Josephson coupling both make significant contributions to the free energy of a TSC-FM junction through the proximity effect, interface electronic reconstruction, and the variation of the TSC gap. Although these contributions depend upon the direction of the FM’s exchange field, the two effects do not necessarily act constructively. For a single-component p-wave TSC, we find that the variation of the gap controls the orientation of the FM’s moment via the change in condensation energy. The stable configuration is either parallel or perpendicular to the TSC vector order parameter, depending on the alignment of the TSC gap with respect to the interface, thus evidencing a unique form of spin-orbital coupling. The competing orbital components of the chiral $px + iipy$ state generate a non-unique behavior and a first-order transition from the perpendicular to the parallel configuration as the FM exchange field is increased. When the interface is imperfect or spin active the scenario is different and other processes can play the decisive role in setting the magnetic profile [5]. Concerning the surface states of TSC, novel magnetic effects can occur if triplet and singlet pairing get mixed and have a non-uniform spatial profile. The talk will also show that a) a subdominant in-phase s-wave superconducting order can exist near the edge of the sample; b) the in-phase s-wave component gives a non-unitary superconducting state at the boundary; c) as a result, the bound states are spin-polarized, leading to a finite surface magnetization; d) spin current flows along the interface in this regime; e) surface charge currents exhibit anomalous dependence on the magnetization [3].
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